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Proposed alterations to the existing roof structure to create further bedroom
accommodation, with the formation of a gable extension, half hipped extension, installation
of roof lights and new north facing dormer. Minor fenestration alterations to the ground
floor with a new flat roofed entrance canopy, new windows and doors to the south, west and
east elevations and internal alterations.

1.0 Introduction
This Planning Statement forms part of the supporting documentation for the Householder
Application for the proposed measured alterations to 63 Merriefield Avenue, Broadstone. BH18
8DB. This Design Statement explains how from conception, the proposal has been design led, with
great attention and consideration given to site context and the original architectural design. The
design has been developed to meet local and national policies.
NPPF emphasises that designs should respond to local character and history, and reflect the
identity of local surroundings and materials, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate
innovation”, and “are visually attractive as a result of good architecture and appropriate
landscaping”. Section 12 /127 Achieving well‐designed places:‐
a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but over
b) the lifetime of the development;
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective
landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built environment and
landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change
The document underlines that the objective of appropriate design and to make efficient and
prudent use of resources.
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2.0 Site
The site is located on the northern western side and towards the northern end of Merriefield
Avenue Broadstone.
The site is bounded by a narrow area of public open space to the north and west, No 65
Merriefield Avenue to the east, and No 61 Merriefield Avenue to the south. 63 Merriefield
Avenue shares a private access with No 65 that runs between No’s 61 and 67 Merriefield
Avenue from the south. The western garden is large and generally laid to lawn with
mature shrub landscaping, hedging and close boarded fencing defining the boundaries
The access drive falls approximately 5 meters from the start of the access to No 63 and
No 65. The land continues to fall across the POS approximately 3 meters towards No 34
Greensleeves Avenue to the north.
The immediate area to the north and west benefits from mature tree groups which, in
part, defines the informal landscape quality of the area. The site is partially enclosed by
high close boarded fencing to the north, east and west, with small trees and shrub planting
on the slope between the site and No 61 to the south.
The architecture along Merriefield Avenue is of varying styles and the overall derived
character is of large detached residences, reflecting architectural styles of the 1970’s and
1980’s. This ribbon development form, along the both sides of the Avenue, is comprised
of intermittent placement of detached residences on medium to large plots with no real
connection or theme. Many of the dwellings retain their original and disparate
architectural styling and detailing and have been extended, ether with single / two storey
extensions, or have converted their attic spaces with, in many cases, very large dormers.
The existing dwelling was constructed in the 1985s and reflects a typical dwelling with
detailing common of the period, with dark brown concrete roof tiles over red brick
elevations. The external windows and doors have been replaced with good quality UPVC
dark grey components . The main building is single storey with extensive attic storage. The
dwelling benefits from an adjoining double garage under a matching pitched roof.
The dwelling is orientated with the access and principle residential curtilage located to the
south and the main garden on the west.
Site area is 0. 083 Hectares and the existing building internal floor area of 170m2 including
the garage.
3.0 Locality
The properties within the immediate vicinity of the application site are a mix of materials
and sizes with properties of 1, 1.5 and 2 storey, reflecting several design styles. Generally
they are of steeply pitched symmetrical roofs, some with very large dormers, over a
combination of brick, stone, tiled and rendered elevations. The predominant materials for
walls is render or brick under clay or modern concrete tiles.
The gathered morphology follows a simple ribbon development model with properties set
well back within their curtilage on generous plots.
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4.0 Landscape
The immediate character stems from enclosed gardens, tree groups in the spaces
between buildings. Most dwelling frontages are dominated by car parking and access’s ,
on good sized Plots. The morphology is generally `coarse grain` typified by the large
footprints on generally linear orientated plots.
5.0 Views
The tall hedging and planting restricts views of the property from the south, east and
west. Views of the rear garden are limited by reason of the shrub planting, 1.8m high
close boarded fencing, hedging and, particularly from the north and west, thick tree
groupings.
6.0 Local Facilities and Transport
Doctors Surgery 2 miles
Schools –3.5 miles
Bus Stop – 250 m
National Railway links ‐6 miles
Pub– 1.3miles
Shop ‐ 1.5miles
7.0 Planning History
APP/20/00335/F Granted
Erect a single storey side extension with lantern rooflights and partial garage
conversion to create habitable living accommodation, add rooflights to existing roof on
South, North and East elevations
APP/20/00830/F
Non‐material amendment following approval of APP/20/00335/F for: Minor
fenestration alterations & change the external finish of the proposed extension from
brick to a light coloured render
APP/20/00954/F
Erect a single storey side extension with lantern rooflights and partial garage
conversion to create habitable living accommodation, add rooflights to existing roof on
South, North and East elevations. (Revised application to APP/20/00335/F –
fenestration and external finish alterations)
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8.0 Clients Brief
Further to the approval of APP/20/00954/F, the owners decided that an attic
conversion would be a preferred route to pursue instead of increasing the ground floor
footprint. They chose to explore further designs proposals that would:‐
 Allow for relocation of two bedrooms and bathrooms into the roof space.
 Allow the master bedroom to have views of the garden.
 Utilise the existing ground floor foot print to accommodate the additional
rooms explored in the previous applications.
 Create an improved entrance to the property, with a leaded flat roofed canopy,
that would be aesthetically pleasing.
9.0 Design
As can be seen from the application drawings and documents, this design has arisen from
a firm understanding of the existing building form and full grasp of the constraints and
opportunities of the existing dwelling to accommodate further habitable space, without
increasing the building foot print. The modest roof extensions and dormer perpetuates
the roof forms found in the immediate locality. This results in an appropriate proposal
that meets all of the development criteria required to meet the pertinent policies whilst
also making efficient use of land.
This application seeks to obtain planning permission for the following alterations:‐
Alterations to the existing roof structure to create further bedroom accommodation,
with the formation of a gable extension, half hipped extension, installation of roof lights
and new north facing dormer. Minor fenestration alterations to the ground floor with a
new flat roofed entrance canopy, new windows and doors to the south, west and east
elevations and internal alterations.
1.

The adaptation of the existing room space.

2.

The extension of the existing room form to form a western gable

3.

The extension of the existing roof form to the east with a half hipped roof without
windows.

4.

Installation of 4 new roof lights on the southern roof slope.

5.

The removal of the pitched roof over the entrance and the installation of a new flat lead
roof over the southern entrance.

6.

Internal alterations including the installation of new stairs to serve the attic conversion,
relocation of the kitchen to the southern elevation, the reordering of internal areas to
be more conducive to modern living.
i. The correct use of matching finishes will ensure that the new elements will be unified to
provide a seamless building composition within the site.
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ii. At all stages in the formulation of the proposals, improving the habitable
accommodation whilst protecting the amenity of neighboring residents has been
crucial – this has been achieved whilst providing added living space, that is both
sustainable and architecturally pleasing.
10.0 Scale
The proposals have been carefully designed to fully respect the rhythm of the existing
pattern and urban grain along the Avenue. The scale and form of the proposed roof
elements
respects the local vernacular and blends with the existing characteristics and will not
impact on the visual amenity spaces along the avenue.
11.0 Access
The existing access has been maintained without compromising the quality of the
surroundings. Paths, parking and access to the site will be maintained to ease pedestrian
movement.
12.0 Amount
The total amount of further habitable space within the site can be confirmed as:‐ 66m2
13. Conclusion
Great care has been taken to place special emphasis on scale, form and location.
A particularly high standard of design has been developed, with the design and building
materials eminently suitable for the immediate area .
At all stages in the formulation of the proposals, maintaining the character and
appearance of the locality and protecting the amenity of neighbouring residents has been
crucial – this has been achieved whilst providing added living space, that is both
sustainable and architecturally pleasing.
This quality proposal complies with the aims and requirements of planning policy from the
national level down to the details of the Local Plan. At all stages in the formulation of the
proposals, maintaining and enhancing the character and appearance of the adjacent
conservation area and protecting the amenity of residents has been crucial – this has been
achieved whilst providing the applicants with a quality design that fits their needs, and
which is both ecological sound and aesthetically pleasing.
The applicant would welcome the support of the Planning Officers when considering this
Home Owner application.
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14.0 Site Photographs

Aerial view of the site

Southern elevation of No 63
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View of the Southern Elevation

Western Elevation
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View of the Southern Boundary and rear of the Garage.

East Elevation looking North

North Elevation looking Plant Troughs
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North Elevation from the Public Open Space

Western Elevation from the Public Open Space
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